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Chairman: Mrs. Georgette CISELET (Belgium). 

AGENDA ITEM 35 

Draft Conv&ntion on Freedom of Information (A/ AC.42/7 
and Corr.l, annex, A/ 3868 and Add.1 ·8, A/ 4173 and 
Add.1·2, AIC.3/ l.826, A/ C.3/ l.830/ Rev.1, A/ C.3/ 
L.831·832, A/C.3/ L.834, A/C.3/ L.839 and Add. l, A/ C.3/ 
L.841) (continued) 

ARTICLE 1 

1. Mr. REVOL (France) explained that the only pur
pose of the French amendment (A/C.3/L.830/Rev.1) 
to the existing sub-paragraph (!) of article 1 of 
the draft Convention on Freedom of Information 
(A/ AC.42/7 and Corr .1, anneK) was to enable the 
Committee to decide whether or not it wished to make 
a distinction between freedom to impart opinions and 
freedom of information; once article 1 had been 
adopted, s uch a choice would no longer be open to it. 
As the French delegation had already pointed out 
(972nd meeting), opinions were subjective , whereas 
information in the narrowest sense, was objecUve. 
Tbe two cases wer e different, therefore, so far as 
limitations wer e concerned. It might be objected that 
it watl difficult in practice to distinguish between 
opinions and information; but that distinction was 
already implicit in the preamble, which now included 
the seven-Power amendment (A/C,3/ L.B40 andCorr.l) 
laying down special standards for information that 
did not apply to opinions. 

2. Tbe new sub-paragraph which the French delega
tion proposed for insertion in article 1 (A/ C.3/ L.830/ 
Rev .1) was essential because the existence of different 
sources was a guarantee of both yeracity and freedom 
of information. Objective truth was difficult to es
tablish, and could emerge only from a multiplicity of 
reports and accounts which, taken by themselves, 
would have little value. To ensur e that there should 
be different sources of information was to guarantee 
the right of every user of information to be accurately 
informed; and it was also a guarantee of his freedom. 
For if an individual was not able to choose, he was not 
free; if he could not learn the facts as seen fr om dif
ferent angles, he could not form an opinion freely, and 
therefore did not enjoy full freedom of information. It 
might be argued that some countries could not afford 
to give their peoples a choice between different 
sources of information; but in many cases radio 
broadcasting could make up for inadequate national 
information media. Moreover, the Convention was ob-

vtously not intended to establish a right arbitrarily, 
and the contracting States would not be required to 
respect and protect the right of every person to choose 
between several different sources of information 
unless they had the means to provide such sources. 
The primary objective of the assistance that the 
United Nations was planning to give the under
developed countries in the field of information should 
be to enable those countries to acquire mor e sources 
of information. The guarantee of the right laid down 
in the new sub-paragraph proposed by France had a 
psychological value, also, which was far from negli
gible. If there was only one source of information, 
however perfect, provt.di.ng it with news, the public 
would inevitably feel cheated, a:p.d feel that there were 
things it was not being told. In its existing form, the 
draft Convention aimed mainly at protecting profes
s ional journalists. The purpose of the French amend
ment was t o extend that protection to the users of 
information. By requiring the contracting States to 
"respect" and "protect" the right referred to, the 
amendment would protect the public from any pres
sures that might be exercised either by the authorities 
or by certain interest-groups, and give it a weapon 
of self-defence against anyone who tried to foist 
inaccurate information on it. 

3. Tbe arguments which had been advanced against 
the amendment to the preamble proposed by Belgium, 
Guatemala, Iceland and Italy (A/ C.3/ L.837) did not 
apply to the text proposed by France . The issue in the 
case in point was not the insertion in the preamble of 
a phrase which, according to s ome delegations , re
lated only to details of application, but the enunciation, 
in the first of the substantive articles of the Conven
tion, of an essential principle which governed all the 
others. To vote against the right of every person to 
choose between different sources of information would 
be to vote against the only fair and effective way of 
ensuring accurate and undistorted news , and therefore 
against real freedom of information, which included 
not only the right to inform but also the right to be 
infor med. 

4. Mr. COX (Peru) said that the Peruvian delegation 
had submitted its amendment (A/C .3/ L.834) to sub
paragraph (!) of article 1 because lt felt that it was 
essential to provide a link between article 1 and 
article 2. Obviously, information medi a should not be 
subject ed to censorship or to unjustified restrictions. 
However, s ome restrictions, such as those specified 
in article 2, were essential to the enforcement of an 
international instrument. They should therefore be re
fer red to in article 1. Some might perhaps feel that it 
would be wiser to make no reference to pro'risions 
which had not yet been adopted. His own view was that 
the draft Convention should be viewed as a whole . If 
article 2 was subsequently deleted, the text as modi
fied in accordance with the Peruvian amendment 
could be reconsidered. In any event , he would be 
willing t o change the form of his amendment and makfl 
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a separate sub-paragraph of it, if some delegatloiUI 
thought that it overloaded sub-parag::aph (~). 

5. Mr. SAHNI (India) felt that there was a difference 
of meaning between the words •seuk" and "gather• 
which was none the less real for not being obvious 
at first glance. The two verbs applied to different 
acti.Tities, or at least to actlTU:les which were en
"rlsaged from different standpoints. He quoted the 
definitions of the words •seek' anc. "gather" in the 
Oxford Dictionary . Although it was current usage to 
speak of •seeking the truth", it wa.e more usual to 
say "gathering information•; and the verb "to gather• 
was more correct from a technic al point of view, 
being the one used by journali.sts 1hem.selves. Such 
were the considerations which had prompted the five 
Powers to submit their amendment (A/C.3/ L.831) ; 
they should ensure it the Committee' s approval. 

6. Mr. VAN REMOORTEL (Belgium) said that he had 
U.tened with interest to the Indian representative's 
statement; but the argumentS advaDced did not seem 
conTincing. Assuming that people sb.ould have access 
to aa much information as possible, the word "seek" 
was the obvious choice , as it Implied a positive atti
tude on the part of the individual, wh ' had the right to 
obtain information by all the mean11 at his disposal. 
The word •gather", on the other lumd, Implied that 
the public should merely take note passively of in
formation supplied by others. There was no real 
freedom of choic e unless individuals and c ommunities 
could seek information and opinioru1 for themselves. 
He was therefore unable to St!pport the joint 
amendment. 

7. Mr. BAROODY (Saudi Arabia) ::elt that the new 
sub-paragraph proposed by Franc~ (A/ C.3/ L.830/ 
Rev.1) should be m ore c learly W·>rded, so as to 
preclude any possibility of dinrgen:: interpretations. 
It was true that the facts were seldom seen in the 
same light by eTeryone; if several people witneued 
some incident, they would each glvediffer entdescrtp
tloDB of it a ccorc:Ung to the c ircum•1tances in which 
they had seen it, and according to their temperament 
and personalities. The French delOJ;atl.on's intention 
was apparently to guarantee everyonP, therlghttoform 
an opinion by obtalnlng informaUon from different 
sources; but the wording of the text it was proposing 
was not entirely satisfactory. First, it was question
able whether the words •respect• and •protect" should 
boUl be used; when a state respect.)(! a right, it was 
bound to ensure the protection of that right, and if it 
did not respect lt, 1twouldnaturallynotprotect lt. The 
French delegation had perhaps wishE9 to gln special 
emphasis to the idea contained in its amendment; but 
1t would be better to use only onn of those Terbs. 
Again, if the word •several• was usei, the possibility 
of information being obtained from only two sources 
was ruled out. Tho word •difierent• was in any eTent 
not Tery precl.ee: it could mean "diTf rgant•-in which 
case the word "several• was unnec:essary-or "di
yerse'-the facta andoplnions transmitted to the public 
being comparable in substance bu1 presented dif
fer ently. There was an eTen more s ~riOWI difficulty. 
ETery indiTidual had the right to ch~Jse his oplnion.e, 
but it might be dangerOWI to ~an:tee him the right 
to cbooae between several sources of information. 
Some might invoke such a pr0'9'iaiOII to justify mal
practices. A journalist could easily obtain informa
tion from a single source disseminaiing inaccurate 
informaUon and refuse to obtain hlformation else-

where; for instance, he might use ooly inaccurate 
information provided b y some Government for propa
ganda purposes. What should be said was that every 
indiTidual had the right to sift informa.tlon from dif
ferent sources. 

8. In reply to the Belgim representative, he em
phasized that the word •gather• implied a choice; the 
attitude it Implied was therefore not passive. The 
word "seek" had the disadvantage of suggesting some 
sort of inqu.lsition. The Committee should therefore 
adopt the five-Power amendment (A/C.3/ L.831). 

9. Mr. KETRZYNSKI (Poland) said that the French 
amendment to sub-paragraph (a) ral.sed a complex 
problem. The word •opinion" appeared four times in 
the French text of article 2; to delete it ln article 1 
might therefore prejudge future action. So far as the 
five-Power amendment was concerned, he pointed out 
that there was only a nry fine shade of meaning be
tween the words •gather• and •seek•. He himself would 
on the whole prefer the nrb •to gather•, which was 
broader and meant not only to collect information but 
also to make suitable use of it, in other words to 
arrange and present lt, whereas to seek information 
was merely to endeaTOur to obtain it. His delegation 
would support the PeruTian amendment (A/ C.3/ L.B34). 

10. With regard to the new sub-paragraph proposed 
by France, he observed that the Committee was pre
paring a Convention, in other words, an instrument 
imposing certain obligations on contracUng states. 
states had to know exactly what commitment.. they 
were entering into and what respon.siblllties they were 
assuming. It was of course essential to respect the 
uerage citizen's right to form his opinions; but ar
ticle 1 of the draft ConTention wa.s sufficiently explicit 
on that point. Moreover, the text submitted by the 
French delegation inc luded some ambig'lous expres
sions. It was not clear, for ln.stanc e, exactly what was 
meant by the word •several•. Apart from tbefact that 
for technica l and f.tnancial reasoiUI it was difficult for 
some countries to give the public the opportunity to 
obtain information from several sources., no Govern
ment could undertakA to comply with an obligation 
expressed in such Tague terms. Normally, sources of 
information meant news agencies; it might be asked 
how many such agenc ies a c ountry had to possess to 
meet the proposed conditions. Slmllarly, it might be 
asked whether a country had to have several teleTision 
or broadc asting networks.. The word "different" was 
al.eo ambiguous. There was not a single country in the 
world in which dlfferertt opinions were not expressed 
either in the Press or on the radio or television. Con
sequently, the F rench amendment could only refer to 
the sources of information themselTes; which brought 
cnae back to the problem of the ll.8'WJJ ageaoU., Lutly, 
the word "pr~ct• also ra.l.eed a problem of inter
pretation. in many countries, news agencies were 
printely OWlled, so that the opportunity to express an 
opinion in the Press depended on certain economic 
circumlJtances. lie asked whether the French amend
me.nt was to be interpreted as meaning that the public 
authorities were r equired to asstst groups which 
could not afford to publish a newspaper. In view oi 
those difficulties, lt would be preferable to retain the. 
original text of article 1, which defined the obligations 
of contracting States in general terms without going 
into details. 

11. Mr . RULLI (Italy), referring to the fin-Power 
amendment, suggested that the word •seek" should 
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be retailled, the words •and gather• being inserted 
after it. 

12. Mr. VAN REMOORTEL (Belgium) strongly sup
ported that suggestion. 

1S. Mr. REY (Venezuela) said that in the English 
text the word •gather• seemed to him preferable. 
•News gathering" was a .Stock phraSe, and it had a 
precise meaning in joumalistJ.c parlance. On the 
other hand, in Spanish the word "buscar" was more 
suitable than •recoger•. The word lrbuscar• suggested 
positive action, and was more appropriate to the 
journalist's role, which W'8B to seek and solicit in
formation. HmreTer, in addition to information which 
was sought, there was also information which was 
gathered: Press releases, for instance. The formula 
suggested by the Italian representative therefore 
appeared to be the best. 

14:. The wording of article 1 was satlafactory. How
ever, he would TOte for the new sub-paragraph pro
posed by France. It wu the logical consequence of 
the fourth paragraph of the preamble, which had been 
inserted on the proposal of France, The addition 
would make the text of article 1 clearer and more 
precise. As regards the Polish representative'scom
ments, he pointed out that sources of information 
meant neither news agencies nor broadcasting net
works, but any individual or public or private agency 
which a journalist could approach in order to obtain 
information. 

15.. Lady PETRIE (United Kingdom) said that •gather
ing" implied collecting something already available, 
•seeking" involved looking for it when it might be 
hidden; one sought knowledge or truth, one did not 
gather them. Moreover, gathering information was 
limited to the journ.alistic profession, while seeking 
it was an activity of any member of the public. 

16. She took it that the Con~ention, and article 1 in 
particular, dealt with people in general and not just 
journalists; that indeed was a reasonfor supporting 
the French amendment (A/C.3/L.830/Rev.1). It was 
notable that the phrase "seek, receive and impart" 
occurred both in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights and in article 19 of the draft Covenant on 
Civil and Political RfghtB,!I from which that passage 
in the draft Conv~on was derived; indeed, the 
phraseology of all three instruments was nearly 
1de)ltical and it was clear that they must all be speak-
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1ng of the same thing-the right of everyone to fr~ 
dom of information, not simply the rightofjoa.rna11.Bt. 
to gather information. It would thus be unwiSe to 
introduce new shades of meaning. 

17. Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) said thatwhiletheword 
•seek" was used in the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights and in the draft Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights, the word "gather• appeared in the 
title of the Convention on the Gathering and Inter
national Transmission of News drafted by the GeneYa 
Conference. In a convention, it seemed better to use 
the word •gather•, which was more technical and had 
a precise meaning for specialists in journalism and 
information media. The verb •gather• did not imply 
a purely passive attitude and did not rule out 
selection. As to the Italian representative's sugges
tion the use of two words wu only justified when 
ther'c was a distinct difference in meaning between 
them; that was not so in the case under consideration. 

18. He had no objection to the Peruvian amendment 
(A/C.3/ L.834), which would provide a closer link 
between articles 1 and 2. The French amendment to 
sub-paragraph (!!), calling for the deletion of the 
words "and opln.ions• raised an important point of 
substance. It seemed difficult to treat information 
and opinions separately. In actual fact, the two con
cepts could not be dissociated, and information wu 
frequently accompanied by i.nterpretation. The dele
tion of the words "and opinions• might well cause 
difficulties. 

19. As to the new sub-paragraphproposedbyFrance, 
he pointed out that the reader did not necessarily 
make a choice between different sources of informa
tion, but could draw on all of them. He therefore 
suggested that the words •to choose between several 
different sources of information" should be replaced 
by the words "to have at his disposal various sources 
of information. • The adjective •various • would have 
broader implications than •several" and "different", 
It would mean the largest possible number of sources, 
whether the information given was identical or dif
ferent. He was opposed to the use of the verb "protect", 
if it was to be understood as meaning that it was the 
Government's duty to set up or to finance information 
services. On the other hand, he would willingly accept 
it if the intention was to prevent Governments from 
establishing a monopoly, to the detriment of existing 
sources of information. 

The meeting rose at 1 p.m. 
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